
Welcome To Ms. Schmit’s Class!
I’ll Start about 2 minutes after the scheduled time to give everyone a chance to get in.

While you’re waiting…

Have the Zoom Chat Box open
I’ll have all information I’m giving you on the Class Blog- you can find it at 

CreativeSchmit.Com
It can also be found in the Syllabus on Canvas  by Friday-ish, Saturday at the latest.

Also if you have time- find an object you are thankful for, be ready to show it off at the 
beginning but only if you want too ;-)



Ms. Schmit’s 
Back-To-School

Things to Know 
Expectations

1. Always do your best
2. Communicate!
• When in doubt let me know!

Class Work
1. First 2 weeks will be about learn how 
canvas works for this class while we make 
an art project.
2. Everything will be synchronous and 
asynchronous.
3. Always expect these 2 weekly Canvas 
assignments: check-in & Progress Check. 
4. Be mindful of tracking time for this 
class.

Materials
1. Art kits are coming! Pick up date/time TBD

2. Class Fee & Scholarship info @ 
https://www.nwsavab.com/class-fees

3. You need:  lined paper, photocopy/printer paper, pencil, pen, 
scissors and a ruler- check class blog for more class specific info.

Remote Learning Stuff
1. Canvas- All course assignments, videos, info, etc.

2. CreativeSchmit.com- Class Blog/class announcements & canvas 
backup

3. Zoom- all remote learning/meetings 

4. Be patient with your self and others.

Grades
This will likely change- I’m still waiting for district instructions,  

but this is what we’ve done in the past:

Formal work = 35-40 % (Art Projects, Exams)

Informal work = 60-65% (weekly assignments, quizzes)

Overall grade = 100%



Scoring
• Remember Scores = feedback
• 2. Use the principles of The Keys To Success for evaluating all work submitted by students: Here’s the basic idea…

Grading System in a Nutshell
Keys to Success

These concepts are used to evaluate your work. Going above and
beyond what is “required” is the path to success.

Excellent Proficient Progressing Needs Improvement

A / 90-100% B / 80-89% C  / 70-79% D / 60-69%

√+         18-20pt √            16-17pts √- 14-15pts √-- 12-13

Skill 
A task. There are different levels for all skills. Just because you do it 
once doesn't necessarily mean you’ve “mastered” it. Everyone 
always has room to grow.

high level 
of understanding

you get it

moderate level
of understanding
you mostly get it

low level 
of understand-

you're close to getting it

Skill missing or not 
demonstrated enough-

can't tell if you get it or not

Craftsmanship
How well something is generally made and/or put together. Always 
protect work from anything that may damage your work and apply 
appropriate finishing skills

High Quality
Well made excellent finishing 

techniques

Good Quality
some minor problems mainly just need 

practices for improvement

Needs Improvement 
a little messy 

Slowing down and taking your time will help 
improve fastest

Needs lots of improvement very 
messy 

Need to put more effort into 
taking your time.

Creativity
How unique /original your idea is compared to others

Unique
personal approach to 

requirements

Blended examples or similar to other work in 
the class, but tried to make it your own new 

idea

Similar to Examples
but did a little something to make it your own

Copied
little, if any, attempt at an new 

idea.

Effort
Evidence of time, energy, and focus put into your work. 

Great
lots of evidence and is reflected 

in all keys

Good
need to tweak habits a little

slow down /speed up

Not horrible but not Ok
Need to tweak habits a lot- fixing this this will 

help improve all keys.

Minimal 
Very Little evidence. Major 

changes need to work habits


